NSPE-California President’s Update: Connecting California

Dear NSPE Engineers,

As we look ahead to the NSPE-PT Conference in Las Vegas July 15-18, we are closing our first year of establishing NSPE-California to bring together a new network of engineering professionals in California. This has been a very busy year. Some of the things we can look forward to as we head into our second full year of operations:

- Formally expanding new member career centers, including the addition of the Central (Los Angeles Region), for NSPE-California local events close to where you practice.
- Continuation of our emerging technology themed NSPE-California Launch Breaks, virtual sessions with improved ease of connectivity, to discuss technological interfaces of the interaction of engineering, utilities and public well-being.
- Leveraging our partnerships with other local professional organizations to bring co-presented conferences to increase your own skill set of practice.
- Continuously enhanced on-tap students, from MATHCOUNTS and student NSPE-California chapter activities to career-empowering emerging engineering professionals.

In addition, if you are seeking to broaden your own career development with a chance to prove your own leadership skills, our call is NSPE-California volunteers now is the time, there will be time as well.

If you will be attending this year’s annual meeting in Las Vegas, look for our newly established NSPE-California community on our informal meet-up to get to know other NSPE-California members, there will be time as well.

Thank you again for all you do to support NSPE-California and the engineering profession as a whole.

Sincerely,

Art Lin
NSPE-California President (2017-18)

Your NSPE Society in California

NSPE-California Members in Monterey Region - May 17 Event

The Monterey Region of NSPE-California is hosting its May General Meeting on May 17th at Watermark Monterey from 6:30 to 8:30 PM. The event will be held in the private area of the Pure Water Monterey Facility, as well as the presence of the new Advanced Water Treatment Facility which it under construction in downtown Monterey. For more details or RSVP, please reach to Kohey Hollis.

Engineering, Law, & Technology (ELAT)

ELAT is a unique training session that may negatively impact professional licences to here.

CSPE Community!

Now is the time to sign up for the next CSPE meetings. We invite you to participate in our next member community discussion boards for California Engineers. We’ll be using a new social platform and discussion topic ranging from professional issues, E&L and emerging technologies, and other local issues important to California engineers.

NSPE Champions Federal QBF Provision

The NSPE is dedicated to education and engineering associations and need to take a stand on a number of high priority initiatives within the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, urging the incorporation of a bipartisan precursor of the Bipartisan, by Rep. Laura Craig, D-CA (D), and Rep. Dave Lipton (R). The Westmoreland-Pearson amendment calls verifiable results to ensuring that airports are able to maintain non-revenue for airports that are use despite the Federal Airway Program funds. The House of Representatives approved the FAA reauthorization bill in light of the bipartisan amendment.

Enhance Your Profession with NSPE’s Spring Webinars

An engineering discipline becomes more specialized, continuing education is a crucial way to manage a rising career. NSPE’s webinars can help E&L practitioners on a common web.

Membership is a key rating taken on the following webinar:

- Engineering Career Development: How to Manage and Resolve the Future of Engineering
- License to Success: Compliance for Architects, Engineering, & Construction

June 13 2:00 pm ET

Don’t Forget Your Free E&L! NSPE members receive this free benefit each year for $199. For the cost of a career survey of your firm or in your office, upon successful passing of each registration quiz, you will have a new framework your colleagues and this E&L to pursue new opportunities. The course includes a wide variety of topics, including public health and safety, ethics, licenses, adherence, and beginning July 1.

Don’t forget to visit the NSPE website at www.nspe.org for more information.

Show Your NSPE Pride!

NSPE members recently received Tech Shuttle’s new NSPE pride shirt for 2019. The shirt, available in 100% polyester, features a colorful logo design designed to inform one of the top industries.

You can personalize your tech device, wear it to a social event, or even with the shirt. Put your NSPE membership on display and continue to wear your pride today! NSPE’s Tech Shuttle on social media and get it with NSPE’s pride!

Thank you!}
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